Lot splitting is a technique for accelerating the flow of work by splitting job lots into sublots. In this paper we investigate the lot splitting scheduling problem in a two-machine flow-shop environment with detached setups and with batch availability. The performance measure considered is the average flow-time which is indicative of the increasingly important manufacturing leadtime. Our contribution is both theoretic and practical for the case of general (not necessarily equal) sublots. We identify properties of the optimal solution and develop a solution procedure to solve the problem. We then present a computational study which indicates that our solution technique is very efficient.
Introduction and literature review
Traditional scheduling problems typically assume that lot sizes are given from upper level production planning. The problem then becomes how to determine the order in which jobs are processed (see for example, Conway et al. (1967) , Baker (1974) , and Pinedo (1995». The lot-sizing problem which is solved in the first stage does not take into account operational performance measures such as flow-time. Based on the lot-sizing decisions a lot is transferred from one-machine to the next only when all items in the lot have completed their processing. Thus, when expensive setups induce large lots, an item may spend most of the time waiting to be processed or waiting for the rest of its lot to be processed.
Lot splitting is a technique for accelerating the flow of work by splitting job lots into sublots (Kropp and Smunt, 1990) . This technique improves the overall performance of the production system by releasing all items included in a sublot upon its completion. When only one-machine is involved, the flow-times of these items become shorter than in the single lot case, at least for the early sublots. If more than one-machine is involved, this allows the items in a sublot to proceed to the next machine even before all items have completed their processing on the current machine, thus creating overlapping consecutive operations and releasing items sooner.
The vast majority of research on lot splitting has been concerned with the makespan objective function and is often referred to as the lot streaming problem (see Tri-0740-817X © 2002 "lIE" etsch and , Baker and Jia (1993) and many others). Other terminology that is used especially in the one-machine cast: is hatching (Dobson et al. 1987; Santos and Magazine, 1985; Naddef and Santos, 1988) . The problem is typically how to split a single lot into sublots given various other considerations such as the existence of a setup at the beginning of each sublot, or possible restrictions on the number and the size of the sublots.
In this paper we investigate the lot splitting problem with the performance measure of average flow-time which is indicative of the increasingly important manufacturing lead-time. We consider a two-machine flow-shop environment, where 3 setup time is attached to each sublot and both variable unit processing times, as well as the sublot setup times, are machine-dependent. We consider the case of general (not necessarily equal) sublotsJbatches under the assumption of batch availability. This problem was not considered before. We provide a theoretical contribution to the problem on hand in the two machines framework which may be used in future research as a building block for analyzing and solving problems of multiple products and more than two machines. A practical contribution arises from it in two ways: one is by enhancing managerial intuition and the other is by considering cases in which planning is carried out hierarchically.
We first identify properties of the optimal solution. We then develop a solution procedure to solve the problem. For some parameter combinations of the problem this solution procedure provides an optimal solution, otherwise the suggested procedure becomes a heuristic method. We then present a computational study that indicates that our solution technique is very efficient. Finally, in the second part of the computational study, we compare the results of our model to the same model, albeit with the makespan objective function. This comparison enhances managerial intuition regarding differences and similarities of using flow-time and makespan objectives.
The motivation for implementing lot splitting techniques is well-addressed in Santos and Magazine (1985) . The first motivation is bridging the gap mentioned above between the lot-sizing decision making and the traditional scheduling problems. Another somewhat related motivation is the contribution of these problems to the scheduling/sequencing literature. These problems can be viewed as sequencing problems with processing times that arc decision variables.
The third motivation is related to the resulting flowtime reduction. Reducing flow-time is associated with lead-time reduction which has recently become an important goal in industrial environments that produce expensive products. An example for such an environment is the semiconductor industry where a stepper machine is used in a photolithographic process. In this process a setup time is associated with each sublot of wafers which are loaded on the machine. Subsequently, the wafers in the sublot are processed sequentially and hence the total variable process time of a sublot increases linearly with the number of parts in the sublot. In the semiconductor industry, flow-time (also known as 'cycle time') is a very important performance measure and large efforts are made in an attempt to reduce it. For example, in the photolithographic process described above, loading less than the maximum possible number of wafers on the machine may improve average flow-time. To obtain the maximum improvement the quantities to be loaded on the machine at each sublot need to be determined.
Other examples for using lot splitting in industrial environments are given in Cheng et al. (1996) , where flexible manufacturing systems environments are addressed. In these prod uction systems a wide variety of part types are produced and items are generally mounted on standard pallets while moving from one machining center to another. Again it may not be beneficial to fill a pallet to its full capacity due to the existence of setup times. Then a trade-off exists between producing more sublots, thereby incurring more setup times and producing fewer sublots, which entails longer job completion times. Therefore, a technique to determine the exact sublot sizes is again required.
The nature of the machine setups used in this paper is related to other machine setups mentioned in the literature in the following way: Truscott (1985) distinguishes between two major setups: the first where the setup can be done in advance and when the first item arrives the machine is ready. The other is when the machine requires one item to be set up, but items that follow do not require a setup. Steiner (1996, 1998) , who consider makespan minimization use the term detached (or anticipatory) setup for the former type and attached (or non-anticipatory) setup for the latter, but with a slight variation which requires a minimal number of items (usually one) to be available during the setup. Potts and Kovalyov (2000) define an attached or non-anticipatory setup of a batch as a setup that cannot be initiated before all jobs of the batch are released and have completed their processing on any previous machine. In our model all three definitions of non-anticipatory setup are satisfied since we assume batch availability, hence all items in a sublot arrive together to the machine. Chen and Steiner (1998) assume that a setup exists only for the first sublot but we assume an attached or non-anticipatory setup at the beginning of every sublot. Truscott (1986) addresses a resource called transporter, which requires the same processing time regardless of the sublot size. Trietsch and Baker (1993) observe that transporters are equivalent to ovens, which also require the same processing time regardless of the sublot size. The setup structure we use is of the transporter/oven type. However, unlike the transporter/oven system, we consider in addition to the setup, a variable processing time for each individual item.
As mentioned above, the setup structure we use is appropriate for the semiconductor industry and for other environments where loading a sublot is associated with a setup time in which the machine cannot operate. Another example for this setup structure can be found in a recent paper by Cheng et al. (2000) , who describe a problem observed by a manufacturer of pneumatic valves, which are produced on a two-stage production line. In the first stage the valves are produced and the second stage is an inspection station. The part-types are mounted on pallets for machining and the rest of the procedure is described as follows: "The part-types mounted on the same pallet are processed together as a batch for their first operation at the machining center and are transferred to the inspection station only when all part-types on the same pallet have finished processing. Thus, the part-types assigned to the same pallet share the same completion time which is called the batch completion time. A setup time is needed to remove a processed pallet and to install a new one on either the machining center or the inspection station." They also mention that: "loading a pallet to its full capacity may not necessarily be beneficial as it may lead to long batch processing times. Hence, the number of part-types to be mounted on the pallet is a decision variable."
Other assumptions in Cheng et al. (2000) differ from ours in the following points: (i) they assume identical setup times on both machines; (ii) they use makespan as an objective function; (iii) they consider combining different part-types into a batch, rather than splitting one lot into sublots. Finally, as in our model, in addition to the above described setup times, there are variable processing times.
There are numerous studies on lot splitting, lot streaming and batching. We complete the literature review by discussing additional references that deal with the flow-time objective function in models which include setups, since this is the part which is most related to our study. The single machine single-and multi-products batching problem is addressed in Santos and Magazine (1985) and Dobson et al. (1987) , who assume continuous batch (sublot) sizes. Closed-form formulas for the number of batches and the batch sizes are given for the single product case. In Naddef and Santos (1988) and in Shallcross (1992) the single machine problem with integer batch sizes is addressed; the latter concludes that the integer solution resembles the continuous solution.
The multiple machine case is mainly investigated using the makespan objective function and only a few address the flow-time objective function. One type of multiple machine problem is the multiple parallel machines, which is discussed in Dobson et al. (1989) and Cheng et al. (1996) . The former solves the continuous case of a single product problem, finding a closed-form solution for a special case of equal setup times on the machines. The latter discusses the discrete case of the multi-product problem with setups, developing a dynamic programming algorithm to solve the problem.
The lot streaming problem in a two-stage flow-shop environment for minimizing flow-time is discussed in Sen et al. (1998) where the number of sublots is given and no setup times are considered. Kropp and Smunt (1990) consider the multi-machine flow-shop where the number of sublots is given and a setup time exists for starting the first sublot only; the problem is solved using a quadratic programming approach. The work of Kalir and Sarin (2001) deals with the lot streaming problem for minimizing the mean flow-time in a flow-shop environment where a setup is attached to every sublot and the sublot sizes are restricted to be equal. A closed-form formula for the number of sublots and the sublot sizes is presented in the continuous case and an algorithm for solving the discrete problem is developed.
The problem we consider in this paper generalizes the current state of the art research on lot splitting from two directions. First, our problem is a generalization of the single machine problem studied in Santos and Magazine (1985) and in Dobson et al. (1987) . Second, our problem relaxes the restriction of equal sublot sizes imposed in Kalir and Sarin (2001) , although their analysis is for the l11-machine flow-shop setting.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present the model formulation and discuss some preliminary results. In Section 3 we define and analyze a property called: 'Single Machine Bottleneck' (SMB). In particular, we prove that the property is satisfied in all optimal solutions under various parameter combinations 955 of the problem. In Section 4 we restrict our attention to solutions that satisfy the 5MB property and develop a solution procedure that finds the optimal solution in this class. Experiments, including a comparison with the makespan objective function are presented in Section 5, and conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
Problem formulation and preliminaries
We summarize here the definitions and assumptions that describe our model: I. A two-machine flow-shop environment is considered. 2. A sub/ot is defined as the number of parts processed continuously on a machine with a single setup. 3. The sublots are consistent, that is sublot sizes are the same on both machines. 4. Sublot sizes are general, that is they don't have to be equal. 5. An attached or non-anticipatory setup time is associated with each sublot, that is a setup time is incurred before the beginning of the processing of each sublot on each machine. This setup is associated with a time when the machine is not working, for example, in order to load the parts on the machine, or in order to set the machine up again. 6. We assume batch availability, that is all items in a sublot leave the machine together at the end of the processing of the last item in the sublot. Hence, the flow time of each item is defined as the finish time of the last item of the sublot to which it belongs. 7. We assume that the sublot sizes are continuous in order to be able to gain an insight on the problem without being affected by integrality issues. We expect that rounding the continuous solution will be a good approximation to the integral solution, as was concluded in Shallcross (1992) for the single machine problem.
The problem is defined by the following parameters: d = demand, number of parts waiting to be processed (all parts are identical); Sm = setup time on machine 111 prior to processing a sublot (the setup time is independent of the sublot size), m = 1,2; t m = processing time (of each part) on machine 111, m = I, 2.
The decision variables are: qk = size of sublot k, that is the number of parts it contains, k = I, ... , M; (As in Dobson et al. (1987 Dobson et al. ( , 1989 , we use M as an upper bound on the number of actual sublots, where only sublots with qk > 0 are counted as actual ones; in practical situations we expect the actual number of sublots to be smaller than the number of units that need to be processed.) (5) /I = the number of actual sublots (i.e., with a positive size); II ::; M and it is given by the highest index of the positive sublots.
The values of the qk variables determine the flowtime of all parts, as well as the idle time on the machines, which we represent through the following notation: h cumulative idle time on machine 2, up to the time when the kth sublot finishes its processing on machine I;
We assume that there exists an infinite buffer between machines I and 2, therefore machine I is never blocked, operating continuously.
Ik
flow-time of sublot k (ready time of all parts is zero).
The formulation of the problem is described next:
;=1
The objective function describes the total flow-time of all parts in all sublots. Constraint (2) defines the flow-time of sublot k as the processing time of all sublots up to k on machine 2, including setups, plus the cumulative idle time on machine 2 at the end of this sublot. Constraint (3) defines the first idle time on machine 2 as the processing time of the first sublot on machine I, including setups. Constraint (4) defines the cumulative idle time at the end of sublot k as the maximum between the cumulative idle time at the end of the former sublot and the cumulative idle time that may have been created by the current sublot. The latter 'is the difference between the processing time of all sublots (including setups) on machine I, and the process time of all sublots up to the former sublot (including setups) on machine 2. Constraint (5) states that the total number of parts to be processed equals the demand, and finally constraint (6) requires non-negative sublet sizes. We refer to the problem defined in (1)-(6) as the general problem. Constraint (4) may be replaced by two linear constraints, however the formulation remains non-linear due to the objective function. Another important observation regarding the formulation (1)-(6) is that although the flow time Ik is convex in the vector q (since it is the maximum and sum of convex functions), the objective function is not necessarily convex. Only if the number of sublots n is restricted to two, the objective function can be shown to be convex (and the solution is easily obtained in closed-form), but this is no longer true for n ? 3. For n = 3, for example, the objective function is combined of four cases; each of these cases represents a combination of the expressions which achieve the maximum in constraint (4) for k = 2 and k = 3. In other words, each case represents the situation at the completion of the second and third sublots on machine I, that is: /1 = l: = 13, /1 = 12 < h t, < h = hand /1 < /2 < h A strict inequality between h-I and h implies that the right-hand expression in (4) is larger than the left-hand one. On the other hand, equality between h-I and h occurs when the left-hand expression in (4) is no smaller than the right-hand one. Using some algebra to obtain closed-form expressions for the objective function for each of the cases, one discovers that the expression in the third case is not convex for all parameter values, therefore the entire objective function is not convex in general.
Examining the meaning of the third case (/1 < 12 = h) raises the question whether such a solution is likely to be optimal. Indeed, one would intuitively expect to find in an optimal solution the existence of a single machine bottleneck situation (denoted as SMB from now on) throughout the production process. We refer to an 5MB situation when in Equation (4) the same expression always achieves the maximum. For example, if the first expression in (4) always achieves the maximum, then no new idle time is created on machine 2 as a result of sublot k. Therefore machine 2 is the bottleneck in proceeding from sublot k -I to sublot k (for all k > I) on machine 2. If the second expression in (4) always achieves the maximum, then the reverse situation occurs and machine I is the bottleneck throughout the process. (A rigorous definition of the 5MB property is given in the next section.)
In the following example we show that the 5MB property is not always satisfied in an optimal solution, hence non-convex situations as described above may occur in an optimal solution. We demonstrate it by presenting an instance of the problem and a solution to it, in which not the same expression in (4) achieves the maximum for all sublots. This solution has a better objective value than the optimal solution, which does satisfy the 5MB property (in Section 4 we describe how an optimal solution, which satisfies the 5MB property can be obtained.) Example: the parameters arc: d = 50, I, = 2.1,12 = 1.0, Sl = 26, S2 = 30. A solution which does not satisfy the 5MB property is: qk = (22.21, 15.63,9.35,2.81) , and is associated with cumulative idle times: h = (72.64,79.25, 79.25,79.25) and an objective function value of 8265.13 Theorem I. If tl ::::: t2 and Sl ::::: 2s 2 then in all optimal so-300 lutions machine I is a bottleneck machine. (see Fig. I ). In this solution, for k = 2, 3 and 4, the lefthand expression in (4) is smaller, equal and larger, respectively, than the right-hand expression in (4). The example was also solved for the two cases in which either machine I or machine 2 were a bottleneck machine for all sublots. In the first (second) case, respectively, the right-(left-hand) term in the maximum expression in Equation (4) was constrained to achieve the maximal value for all sublots. The optimal solution when machine I (2) was constrained to be a bottleneck, produced a solution with three (four) sublots, where qk = (23.00, 16.67,10.33) (and qk = (23.21,12.96,8.08,5 .75», respectively, and the resulting objective value was 8268.46 (8280.96), respectively. We conclude from this example that the 5MB property is not necessarily satisfied in an optimal solution.
The single machine bottleneck property
In the previous section we showed that the 5MB property does not hold in general. However, we prove now that for a restricted set of parameters it is satisfied. In Section 5 a numerical study is performed, providing empirical support for using this property. Proof. Assume in contradiction that there exists an optimal solution in which machine 2 is a unique bottleneck at sublot k + I for some k::::: I, and that this is the earliest sublot for which this is the case. In particular, this means that machine I is a bottleneck at sublot k (possible jointly with machine 2) and therefore the starting time of sublot k + I on machine I and sublot k on machine 2 are identical (see Fig. 2 , where w.l.o.g. machine 2 is also a bottleneck at sublot k). Therefore we get:
We now show that the solution may be improved by transferring e > 0 units of the product from sublot k to sublot k + I. Note that (7) states that the time required to perform sublot k on machine 2 is larger than the time required to perform sublot k + I on machine I; we choose e to be sufficiently small so that this situation is preserved after the transfer of e also, hence:
This transfer doe:s not affect the completion time of sublots I, ... , k -I and the completion times of sublot k and all subsequent sublots remains unchanged or become earlier (in case that machine 2 is not a bottleneck at sublot k). Therefore the total contribution to the objective function of all sublots other than k and k + I is either unchanged or reduced as a result of this transfer. It remains to examine the change in contribution of sublots k and k + I to the objective function as a result of the transfer.
Let S be the contribution of sublots k and k + I to the objective function before transferring e, and S' is the contribution after transferring e. Then: 
We now show that S -S' > 0, which implies that the solution is improved. Note that:
since machine 2 is a unique bottleneck at sublot k + I. Therefore, the difference between the new and the old solution is:
From (8) we get:
(II) Using (II) in (10) and we get:
Now, given tl 2: t: and .1', > 2.1'2, S -S' > 0 and the modified solution is better than the original one, a contradiction. Therefore, in none of the sublots it is possible for machine 2 to be a unique bottleneck, concluding our proo[ • Theorem 2. If ti 2: tl and 2t2
then in all optimal solutions machine 2 is a bottleneck machine.
Proof. Assume in contradiction that there exists an optimal solution in which machine I is a unique bottleneck at sublot k + I for some k 2: I. Since sublot k cannot start on machine 2 before its completion time on machine I (it may start even later than that, as can be observed without loss of generality in Fig. 3 ), we have: .1' 1 + t,qk+1 creased as a result of the transfer, and even may have been reduced (see Fig. 3 ). Therefore, the total contribution to the objective function of all sublots, other than k and k + I, has not increased as a result of this transfer. It remains to examine the change in contribution of sublots k and k + I to the objective function.
Let S be the contribution of sublots k and k + 1 to the objective function before transferring s, and S' the contribution after the transfer. Then S = qdk + qk+ I!k+I , and S' :
(Inequality (13) will be satisfied as equality if originally sublot k started on machine 2 immediately when it finished on machine I, in which case the completion time after the transfer becomes: fk + Ell + et2. Otherwise it is satisfied as a strict inequality, for example, according to Fig. 3 the completion time after the transfer becomes:
We show that the new solution is improved, namely that S -S' > O.
We use now two more inequalities: first, since machine 1 is a unique bottleneck at sublot k + I, fk+1 -fk > . (15) and (16) in (14), we get:
Given t: 2: t, and 2t2 S2 > Sj x 2 ' -tl + t:
the right-hand-side of (17) is non-negative, therefore S -S' > 0 and the modified solution is better than the original one, a contradiction. Therefore, in none of the sublots it is possible for machine I to be a unique bottleneck, concluding our proof. • Remark. When 12 2: tl, the ratio 2t2/ (tl + 212) yields values between 2/3 and I. Thus, independently of the exact values of II and t2, the second condition of the theorem may be replaced by S2 2: Sl·
Remark. From Theorems I and 2 we note that it is "easier" for machine 2 to become a bottleneck machine, since at the beginning it is idle until sublot I on machine I is completed. In particular, when both the setup and the processing limes are equal for the two machines, i.e., t: = ' I and S2 = Sl, machine 2 is the bottleneck machine in all optimal solutions.
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Equation (18) states that the flow-time of sublot k is equal to the total processing time of all k sublots on machine I, plus the processing time of sublot k on machine 2. This represents the fact that sublot k can start processing on machine 2 immediately after it is completed on machine I, since the latter is the bottleneck machine. The objective function can now be written as follows:
Now that we have ignored the possibility of machine 2 being a bottleneck, an additional constraint is required, to make sure that this assumption is satisfied by any admissible solution (otherwise, the flow-time expression in (18) is not the correct one): Sl + t.q; -S2 -t2qk-1 2: 0 2:::; k :::; n, (20) where n is the number of positive sublots.
Since n is not known, (20) may be written in the following way:
(Sl + tlqk -S2 -t2qk-l) x qk 2: 0 2:::; k:::; M. (21) We summarize the problem formulation for the case of machine I as the bottleneck machine, denoted (SM B I):
rnin s: tqkk +s2 d + Gtl + t2) t qZ +~tld2, (22) subject to (Sl + tjqk -S2 -t2qk-d x qk 2: 0 2:::; k :::; M, (23)
Formulation and analysis of 8MB problems
In this section we analyze the problem in which the set of admissible solutions is restricted to those who satisfy the SM B property. We first show in Section 4.1 (4.2) how to obtain an optimal solution to the problem in which the set of admissible solutions is restricted to those in which machine I (2) is the bottleneck machine. In Section 4.3, the complete solution procedure is presented.
Machine 1 is the bottleneck machine
The problem formulation (1)-(6) is simplified now in the following way: in Equation (4), since machine I is the bottleneck at sublot k for all k, the right-hand expression always achieves the maximum. Substituting h in Equation (2) by the right-hand expression of the maximum, we get (after some algebra) a new expression for fk which may also be obtained directly: 
We note that the objective function expression is quadratic, therefore convex. Constraints (24) and (25) are linear, but constraint (23) is neither linear nor convex. Therefore, problem (22)-(25) is not a convex programming problem, and cannot be immediately solved.
The pure 5MBJ case
We define the pure (SMBl) problem denoted as (P-SM B I) as a relaxation of the (SMBI) problem, in which constraint (23) is removed. It is clear that if the optimal solution to (P-SMBI) satisfies (23), that solution is also the optimal solution to (SMBl). We refer to an instance in which this occurs as the pure case, and to the solution obtained as the pure solution. Pure cases are easily solvable since (22), (24) and (25) define a convex programming problem that can be solved through its KKT conditions. Derivation of the pure solution of 5MBI is given in Appendix I. The resulting solution can be represented by closed-form formulas, as follows:
We observe that the sublot sizes arc linearly decreasing with a slope of .1'1/(/1 + 2/2). Note also that II, the number of sublots, is non-increasing with .1'1; in the extreme case when .1' 1 -+ 00, n would be equal to one, and in the other extreme case when .1' 1 -+ 0, II would approach infinity. All these results arc independent of the value of .1'2, since machine I is the bottleneck machine in this case. As claimed earlier, if the solution described by (26)-(28) satisfies constraint (23) then the optimal solution to (SM BI) is found. Using (27) we arc able to identify sufficient conditions under which this will occur, as follows:
For qk > 0, (23) implies that .1' 1 + Ilqk -.1'2 -12qk-1 2: 0 should be satisfied (for qk = 0, (23) is trivially satisfied). Using If II 2: 12, then the above condition is satisfied when:
.1' 1 ( I, +;2 ) _ .1'2 2: O.
II + 12
Therefore, we have the following result:
Theorem 3. If II 2: 12 and .1', ( II + ;2 ) _ .1'2 2: 0, II + 12 then the pure (SM B I) solution given in (26)-(28) is optimal for problem (SM B I).
When II = 12 condition (29) requires .1' 1 2: 1.5.1'2, when II » 12 the condition approaches the requirement .1' 1 2: .1'2 (reduces exactly to .1' 1 2: .1'2 when 12 = 0).
Theorem 3 states sufficient but not necessary conditions for a pure solution to be feasible. Therefore, when Theorem 3 is not satisfied, it is still possible that the pure solution is feasible, in which case it is also optimal for (SMBI). If the pure solution is not feasible for the (SM BI) problem, then an alternative solution technique is required, and is described in Section 4.1.2.
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Combining Theorems I and 3 results in the following corollary: Corollary t. If II 2: 12 and .1' 1 2: 2.1'2 then the pure (SMB1) solution given in (26)-(28) is optimal for the general problem (1)-(6).
The lion-pure (SM B1) case
The formulation of (SMBI) was given in (22)-(25), but as discussed there due to constraint (23) the problem is not convex and cannot be solved in a straightforward manner. The problem does become convex if we fix the number of sublots, n, in which case we replace Equation (23) by Equation (20), and consider only ql, ... , qn in all other constraints. We denote the resulting problem by (SMBI(n». Given n, (SMBI(n» is a convex programming problem, hence it can be solved by a standard non-linear optimization software. In addition, the KKT conditions of (SMBI(n» can be established. However, closed-form formulas for the solution cannot be obtained without the knowledge of which of the indices 2, ... , n satisfy Equation (20) as equality, and which as a strong inequality.
Therefore, we used the AMPL software (Fourer et al., 1993) with the MINOS solver to solve the (SMBl(n» problem.
The next question is how to determine the optimal value of n. Here we use the following conjecture: Conjecture 1. The values of the optimal solution of (SMB1(n» form a unimodal function of n.
We note that in all the numerous examples that we have examined the conjecture was satisfied.
Given that (SMBI(n» is a convex programming problem when n is fixed, we suggest solving (SM B I) by solving a sequence of (SMB I(n» problems, searching for the optimal value of n. If the conjecture is used, this can be done for example by performing a binary search on the value of n. Without using the conjecture the search would be performed on all possible values of n. The resulting solution is optimal for the (SMBI) problem.
Machine 2 is the bottleneck machine
The general problem formulation (1)-(6) is simplified now in the following way: in Equation (4), since machine 2 is the bottleneck at sublot k for all k, the left-hand expression always achieves the maximum. Consequently, the idle time on machine 2 remains 1 1 , therefore the flowtime of sublot k is: 
The sublot sizes are again linearly decreasing with a constant slope (here the slope is sl/t2), but only from the second sublot on. From the first to the second sublot there is an increase in the amount of t,dlt2' Here, the value of n is non-increasing in S2 and is independent of SI. As opposed to the pure (SMBI), here we were not able to find simple conditions that ensure the optimality of the above pure solution to the (SMB2) problem, i.e., problem (34)-(37). Therefore, in finding the best solution of the (SM B2)-type, we first check whether the solution given by (38)-(40) satisfies constraint (35). If it does, then this is the optimal solution to (34)-(37); otherwise we develop another solution procedure in a similar way as we did for the (SM BI) case.
(31 )
The constraint that is required to ensure that machine 2 is a bottleneck is:
Here the constraint is on cumulative times, reflecting the fact that there is an infinite buffer at machine I, therefore it is never idle. Since n, the number of positive sublots is not known, we may write (32) as follows:
(~(S2 + t2qj) -t( SI + tlqJ) X qk :::: 0 2~k~M.
(33)
We summarize the problem formulation for the case of machine 2 as the bottleneck machine, denoted (SM B2):
Again, the objective function is quadratic, therefore convex. Constraints (36) and (37) are linear, but constraint (35) is neither linear nor convex. Therefore, problem (34)-(37) is not a convex programming problem and cannot be immediately solved.
Proof. We prove the theorem by showing that any solution with n sublots (n~M) is feasible for problem (SMB2(M)). Consider a solution with n sublots denoted by ql(n), q2(n), ... ,qn(n), and consider the associated solution for (SMB2(M)) given by: qj(M) = qj(n) for j= I, ... .n and qj(M) =0 for )=n+ I, ... ,M. Given S2 :::: Sl, the latter solution is feasible where S2 :::: SI is required in order to satisfy the kth constraint in (32), for k = n + I, ... , M. Since any solution with n sublots is feasible for problem (SMB2(M) this also holds for the optimal solution for (SMB2). •
The non-pure (SMB2) case
We consider the formulation of (SMB2) given in (34)-(37) with the following modifications: fix the number of sublots to be n, replace constraint (35) by constraint (32) and consider only ql, ... , qn in all other constraints. Given n the resulting problem denoted by (SM B2(n) ), is a convex programming problem and can be solved by standard non-linear optimization software. Again, closed-form formulas are not easily obtained from the KKT conditions. Determining the optimal solution is easy to obtain in the following case:
Theorem 4. If S2 :::: SI and M is an upper bound on the number of sublots, then the optimal solution for (SM B2) is given by the optimal solution of (SMB2(M)).
(36) (37) qk::::O k=I, ... ,M.
The pure (SMB2) case
Similarly to the pure (SMB I) case we define the pure (SMB2) problem, denoted as (P-SMB2), as a relaxation of the (SMB2) problem in which constraint (35) is removed. If the optimal solution to the pure (SMB2) problem satisfies (35), that solution is also the optimal solution to (SMB2). We refer to an instance in which this occurs as the pure case and to the solution obtained as the pure solution. The pure problem defined by (34), (36) and (37) is easily solvable since it is a convex programming problem that can be solved through its KKT conditions. Derivation of the pure solution of (SMB2) is given in Appendix 2. The resulting solution can be represented by closed form formulas as follows:
Combining Theorems 2 and 4 results in the following corollary: Corollary 2. If t: 2: tl and S2 2: Sl then the solution of problem (SM 82(M» is optimal for the general problem (I )-(6).
If the condition S2 2: Sl is not satisfied we search again for the optimal value of n. We again have a conjecture:
Conjecture 2. The values of the optimal solution of (SM 82-(11» form a unimodal function of n, As with Conjecture I we observed this behavior in all instances that we examined. Again, we suggest solving problem (SM B2) through a sequence of (SMB2-(n» problems (on all possible values of n or through a binary search).
A solution procedure for tile general problem
We combine the results obtained thus far in order to obtain a complete solution procedure to solve the general problem (I )-(6). If according to Theorem I (Theorem 2), machine I (2) is known to be a bottleneck machine in the optimal solution, we solve (SMBI), ((SMB2» to optimality, and the solution obtained is optimal for the general problem. (Obtaining an optimal solution for problems (SM BI) and (SM B2) was described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.) Otherwise, we solve both the (SM B I) and (SM B2) problems to optimality, and select the better solution of the two. The resulting solution is optimal for the class of solutions that satisfy the 5MB property, but it is a heuristic for the general problem. A summary of the solution procedure is shown in Fig. 4 .
Experiments
In this section we investigate empirically various aspects of our solution procedure (Sections 5.1 and 5.2). In addition we present (in Section 5.3) a comparison with a problem that is identical to ours except for using the makespan as its objective function.
SM8 Justification
We have investigated 200 problems (problem set I), in which the parameters were randomly generated from a uniform probability distribution of the following ranges: d~U(50,10000) , SOl~U(O,IOOO) for m = 1,2, 1 mŨ (O, 10) for m = 1,2. Relatively wide ranges were chosen in order to enable all combinations among the parameters, while the setup time would almost always be larger than the process time as in real world environments.
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The general formulation of the problem (1)-(6) was used. The 200 instances were solved using the AMPL software with the MINOS solver for non-linear problems. Recall that the general formulation of the problem is not convex and therefore the solution found is not guaranteed to be optimal. Therefore, a 'shifting bottleneck' solution could be either better or worse than an 5MB solution.
The results indicate that only in 18 out of the 200 problems a 'shifting bottleneck' solution type was obtained namely 9%. The rest of the problems provided solutions that were 5MB-type. In addition comparing the objective function of the 'shifting bottleneck' solutions with 5MB solutions obtained for those problems indicated that the average difference was 0.022% and the maximal was 0.27%. We conclude that 5MB-type solutions provide satisfying results.
SM8 results
We have investigated 40 additional problems (problem set 2). For all instances the unit processing time was generated from a uniform distribution between zero and one, and d = 500 was used. The setup time in the first 20 instances was generated from a uniform distribution between one and 10 and in the other 20 from a uniform distribution between one and 100.
In 16 out of the 40 instances the identity of the bottleneck machine was known according to Theorems I and 2. Out of those 16 instances, in six the pure solution was known to be optimal (according to Theorem 4) and in the other 10 the problem (SMB2(d) was known to provide the optimal solution (according to Corollary 2). Therefore in those 16 instances (40%) obtaining the optimal solution was immediate, either through a closed-form formula or through one run of a convex programming problem. In these cases our procedure found the optimal solution for the general problem. Out of the other 24 instances, which imply the need to solve 48 problems (looking for the (SMBI) solution and the (SMB2) solution for each instanee), we obtained 17 cases in which the pure solution was feasible and therefore optimal for its category. In the remaining 31 problems a search over the optimal n value was required.
The solutions obtained by our 5MB procedure were compared to those obtained in Kalir and Sarin (2001) . where the m-machine flow-shop problem was investigated with the restriction that the sublot sizes are equal. Given this restriction only one decision variable exists namely the number of sublots (or equivalently -the sublot size) and the optimal continuous solution may be obtained by a closed-form formula. The parameters used and the results are presented in Table I where the objective function refers to the average flow-time.
The differences between our solutions and the equal sublot size solutions are shown in the second column 
! !
The solution is The solution is optimal for the optimal for the (SMB-l) problen (SMB-2) problen
The best solution is an optimal 5MB solution Solve(SMB2(M) it is optimal for the general problem from the right. The average and maximal differences were 2.28 and 6.62% respectively. An interesting observation is that in all cases the number of sublots in the general sublot size solutions was larger than in the equal sublot size solutions. On average it was 10.9 versus 8.6 batches respectively. We also developed a lower bound for the objective value (see Appendix 3) and it is presented in the righthand column of Table I . We observe the magnitude of the lower bound compared with the optimal solution value. Empirically, for these 40 instances, the lower bound is on average around 70% of the optimal solution value.
Comparison with the makespan objective function
As most of the literature on lot splitting and lot streaming consider the makespan as the objective function, we incorporate here a comparison of the flow-time and the makespan objective functions, for the model analyzed in this paper. Our aim is to help the reader develop an understanding of the differences in scheduling that are caused by the objective function's choice. Another purpose is to learn whether a solution that minimizes flowtime may be achieved by considering the makespan objective. As can be observed from the results below the answer is no and the two solutions are in fact quite different. Towards that and since no earlier study has considered The resulting formulation is presented in Appendix 4. the same model as ours with the makespan objective We used the AMPL software with the CPLEX solver for function, we have adjusted our mathematical program-integer programming to solve the resulting problem for ming formulation which was presented in Section 2 to the 40 instances investigated in Section 5.2 (problem set consider the makespan rather than the flow-time objec-2). The results are presented in Table 2 . In this table we tive function. In addition to changing the objective present a comparison of two solutions: one is the solution function itself, we had to introduce new binary variables obtained by our procedure which is designed to minimize and define them through the constraints. Due to the the average flow-time, and the other is the solution that change in the objective function there are no more non-minimizes the makespan, obtained by solving the ILP linearities in the formulation. discussed above. For each solution we compute both the average flow-time (denoted FT) and the makespan (denoted MS), and indicate the number of sublots included in the solution. In the third, second and most right-hand columns we compare the two solutions with respect to the ratio of the flow-time values, the ratio of the makespan values and the ratio of the number of sublots, respectively. In these columns the performance measure and the solution type are indicated outside and inside the parenthesis, respectively.
We draw some important conclusions from the results. As expected, the solution which minimizes the makespan objective, is not optimal for the flow-time objective function. In fact, the differences are quite large. The optimal makespan solution yields an objective value for the flow-time that is on average 21.2% higher than the objective value obtained by our procedure. The maximum difference among all 40 problems was 71%. Therefore, it is clear that using the makespan solution does not produce good solutions for the flow-time minimization problem.
The opposite direction is also true, but the differences are smaller. Namely, our procedure for minimizing the flow-time is not optimal for the rnakespan objective, but the average and the maximum differences are only 14.7 and 30.6%, respectively.
Finally, it is interesting to compare the number of sublots that are obtained under both solutions. In all 40 problems the number of sublots obtained for the flow-time solution was much higher than the number of sub-lots obtained for the makespan solution. On average the flowtime solution yields a number of sublots that is 3.19 higher than in the makespan solution. The maximum ratio is obtained for problem 19 in which the flow-time solution used 21 sublots, while the makespan solution used two sublets only (a ratio of 10.5). We explain the difference in the number of sublots used as follows: when minimizing How-time -all sublots participate in the objective function, therefore it is important to release initial sublots early by using additional sublots. In makespan minimization only the last sublot is considered in the objective function, therefore it is important to perform it as early as possible, regardless of the flow-time of initial sublots.
One case in which the results of the flow-time model would be similar to the results of the makespan model is in the extreme case in which the setup is negligible. In that case in both models the sublots would be as small as possible, therefore there would be a large number of sublots. This intuition is used in developing our lower bound for the flow time model (see Appendix 3).
Conclusions
We presented a solution procedure for the two-machine flow-shop lot splitting problem with sublot-attached setup times and a flow-time objective function. This is the first work which suggests how to obtain a solution which may consist of non-equal sublot sizes for this system. We developed a solution procedure which is based on an intuitive solution structure, namely the 5MB (Single Machine Bottlenecks property. We say that a solution satisfies the SM B property, when the same machine is the bottleneck machine (i.e., has no idle time between sublots) throughout the production process. Although the SM B property does not always achieve the optimal solution, it is shown empirically to be very close to optimal. For some cases we proved that the SM B property is satisfied in all optimal solutions.
Empirical results demonstrate an improvement of the objective value over the optimal value given equal sublot sizes. Note that when the sublot sizes are restricted to be identical the solution automatically satisfies the 5MB property. In addition, we compared the solution obtained by our solution procedure to the solution of the same model with the makespan objective function and observed that the solutions behave differently. The superiority of the objective value when considering minimization of flow-time is quite significant. The applicability of lot splitting decisions to industries that produce expensive products implies that any reduction in the average flowtime is very meaningful. qn+1 =~+ SI (n + I -2n -2) =~_ SI (n + I) < O. 
Associating a Lagrange multiplier v with constraint (AI5) and a Lagrange multiplier Uk with the kth nonnegativity constraint (AI6), we get the following KKT conditions:
Appendix 2: The pure solution for (SMB2)
We derive the pure solution of (SMB2) by using the KKT conditions of problem (34)--(37), excluding constraint (35).
The problem in hand denoted as (P-SMB2) is the following: where the first inequality in (A 12) results from (A 10) and the second from (All).
Since the interval defined in (A 12) by n does not overlap with the interval defined in (A 12) by /I + I, there is only one value of n that satisfies (A 12). This value is found by solving (AI2) and we obtain: n =, r~+ 2d(11 + 21z) -~l.
S, 2
To conclude the verification of the optimality conditions, we show that for k > n we can solve (A 7) subject to the condition Uk~0 is satisfied. Plugging (A8) into (A 7) for k > n for which qk = 0 results in: 
and therefore:
Since n is the largest index of k for which qk > 0, n is the largest index for which (A9) results in: qn > 0 and qn+1~0, which can be written as:
qn=~+sl(n+I-2n)=~_ s,(n-I) >0 n 2(1, + 2tz) n 2(tl + 2/ z) , (AIO) v d n + I -tl + 2tz =;;+ SI 2(tl + 2tz)"
Using (A 7) and (A8), we get for qk > 0: qk=~+ sl(n+l) -k SI =~+sl(n+I-2k).
n 2(tl + 2tz) /1 + 2tz n 2(/1 + 2/ z) ) qk?'O k=I, ... ,M.
Associating a Lagrange multiplier v with constraint (A2) and a Lagrange multiplier Uk with the kth nonnegativity constraint (A3), we get the following KKT conditions:
Uk~0 I~k < M.
A solution that satisfies conditions (A4)-(A6) together with constraints (A2)--(A3) is an optimal solution to (P-SM BI). We find it by solving a system of 2M + I variables (the q variables, the U variables and v) and 2M + I equations «A2), (A4), and (A5» under the additional conditions of (A3) and (A6). We solve (A4) for qi; sik Uk v qk = -II + 21z II + 21z II + 2/ z .
(A 7)
We use n to denote the number of positive sublots and note that for qk > 0, (A5) implies Uk = O.
Then, summing (A 7) for k = I, ... .n we get: d = _ n(n + l ) x SI v nx . 2 II + 2tz tl + 2tz .
Appendices
Appendix 1: The pure solution for (SMBl)
We derive the pure solution of (SMB I) by using the KKT conditions of problem (22}-(25) excluding constraint (23). The problem in hand, denoted as (P-SMB I) is the following: min s, tqkk+Szd+ (~II +IZ) tq~+~lldZ, (AI) 
